BARN DOOR SLIDER FOR PROJECTED PROFILE

A

CASED OPENING (END CAP) HEADER

1/8" x 1-7/8" Flat stock

Fascia

Track

Blocking by others

2-3/8"

1 3/4"

Can accept 1/4" or 3/8" thick glass

Soft open/close rollers
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GLAZING HEADER
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1/8" x 1-7/8" Flat stock

Fascia

Track

Blocking by others

2-3/8"

1 3/4"
BARN DOOR SLIDER FOR PROJECTED PROFILE

Con accept 1/4" or 3/8" thick glass
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FLOOR GUIDE AT CASED
OPENING JAMB WITH SIDELITE
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BARN DOOR SLIDER FOR PROJECTED PROFILE

INTERMEDIATE HORIZONTAL MULLION
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GLASS JAMB
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INTERMEDIATE VERTICAL MULLION
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